When I am reading or writing I can use these to help me:
c oo k
cook

chip chop

s like
sounds like

read on

does it make
sense?

read back

good idea

sound it out

smooth
operator

 Where is the first
letter?
 What is the first
letter sound?
 Get your mouth ready
for the first letter
sound.
 Run a finger under it
while you say it
slowly.
 Slide through the
word.







 Let’s put ‘here comes’
together.
 Are you listening to
yourself? Did it
sound good?
 Put the words
together, so it
sounds like talking.
 Read it all smoothly.
 Change your voice
when you see these
marks on the page.
















What did you notice?
Why did you stop?
Does it look like…..?
Were you right?
Check it, read it
again.
Does it look right?
Does it sound right?
Does it make sense?
Try that again with
your finger.

 How could we finish
the sentence?
 Think what you
know might happen?
 Look carefully and
think what you
know.
 Can you find the
tricky word?
 Stop reading and
think what might
come next.

 You know part of this
word….show me.
 Can you hear the first
part of……?
 Can you see part of this
word you know?Show me.
 What sounds can you see
in that word?
 Cover the……
 What do you notice at
the end of the word?
 Can you see a small word
inside the word that you
know?

It could be…..but look
at…..
I like the way you were
using your eyes.
What could you check?
Stop and think, to
make sure you are
understanding.
You tried to think of
that word. Good!
You worked that out,
just like good readers
do.

 You said…Does that
make sense?
 Would….make
sense?
 Would ‘went’ fit in
there?
 Try that again &
think what would
sound right?
 You said….Can we
say it that way?

 Do you know a word
that starts with
those letters?
 Does it look like a
word you already
know?
 You know the word
‘down’ this word
sounds like it.
 Do you know a word
that looks like that?

